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off his first major label release of
his career, said he wasn’t nervous.
“It was awesome,” he said. “It was
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crazy. For me, I came into this
with no real expectations other

than just being myself and doing
what I do, that’s it.” D’Block is a
longtime Detroit DJ who turned

to hip-hop after being inspired by
Eminem, Tech N9ne, and

Bizarre. He said he decided to go
out on tour in the city because he

thought hip-hop would be big.
“Detroit’s really been good to me,
and I’m excited to represent the
city in front of these kids,” he

said. In the future, D’Block wants
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to take his music to college
campuses. He said he’s happy

with his new single, “The Game”
featuring Brandon. “He’s so

talented,” he said. “He’s a great
artist. He’s been rapping for a
long time, he has like 15 or 20

albums. He’s really good.”Q: I am
getting "can not find the right

match all sequence in the
database" when I run the program

I am a newbie to postgres. I am
getting this error and I don't know
what's wrong. I am trying to run
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my program that I have written to
output a data base. My program
is: drop database admin; create

database admin; CREATE
TABLE ROOM( ROOM_NAME

VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,
ADDRESS VARCHAR(15)

NOT NULL, CITY
VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,
STATE VARCHAR(15) NOT
NULL, ZIP VARCHAR(15)

NOT NULL, PRIMARY KEY(R
OOM_NAME,ADDRESS,CITY,
STATE,ZIP)); CREATE TABLE
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PRODUCT( PRODUCT_ID
INTEGER NOT NULL,

PRODUCT_NAME
VARCHAR(45) NOT NULL,

PRODUCT_SUPP_CODE
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